Tiny Titans: Sidekickin' It!, Franco, Dc Comics, 2010, 1401226531, 9781401226534, 140 pages.
See what life is like at Sidekick Elementary! What could possibly go wrong when the kids of Sidekick
Elementary spend an afternoon in the Batcave? These all ages tales from the DC Universe,
beautifully written and illustrated by Art Baltazar and Franco, will entertain new readers and
seasoned fans of comics..
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See what life is like at Sidekick Elementary! What could possibly go wrong when the kids of Sidekick
Elementary spend an afternoon in the Batcave? These all ages tales from the DC Universe,
beautifully written and illustrated by Art Baltazar and Franco, will entertain new readers and
seasoned fans of comics.
Written by Art Baltazar and Franco Art and cover by Art Baltazar As the end of the school year
approaches, the gang plans a birthday party for Robin. Plus, Supergirl and Kid Flash have a race
around the world and Zatara mixes up her magic words, unleashing a furry fury of fun. Collects TINY
TITANS #13-18. Advance-solicited; on sale February 3 o 144 pg, FC, $12.99 US
"Continuity? It's the consistency of contiguous events, stories, characters, plots, and places set in
the DC Universe observed by the comic reader," replies Robin (who we presume is Dick Grayson
even though both Cassandra and Donna are Wondergirls in t...more This really won an Eisner? For
what, proving that DC writers smoke more crack per capita than any other demographic imaginable?
Still, kind of hilarious and worth reading if only for the following exchange:
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